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Hoteza Lobby
Hoteza Lobby performs the same functions
as a hotel concierge and yet more.
Using Hoteza Lobby, your guests

Using Hoteza Lobby you can promote

can get information on your hotel

external advertisers (shopping centres,

and city sights, find out about

museums, car hire agencies, night

special hotel offers, view flight

clubs etc.).

timetables and weather forecasts.
The content and system can be
As Hoteza Lobby is arranged

managed via Hotez CMS, which

in the lobby or reception area, you also

is available on a ‘cloud’ server.

have a powerful marketing tool at your

Any changes are reflected in the

disposal. You may use the application

system in a matter of seconds.

to promote various hotel services,
including spa treatments, tours
and excursions, events, restaurants etc.

Hoteza Lobby
We offer various stand types for Hoteza Lobby.

Multisensor kiosk 42”
The kiosk, developed by Danish designers,
utilises an original LG touch panel with fine
quality display. The kiosk comes with an in-built
NUCPC computer, which ensures the rapid
and smooth operation of the application.
Your hotel logo can also be applied to the kiosk.
Plus the kiosk also comes in various colours.

Wall-mounted
multisensor 42” display
Classic touch panel for hotels where
there is insufficient room in the lobby
to accommodate a kiosk, and also
for hotels keen on an inexpensive
solution.

iPad Stand
The best stands for iPad on the market
are the ideal solution for a lobby or reception
desk. Stands are supplied with a dock station
and cable for charging. The frame is made
of high-quality matt stainless steel.
The revolving platform allows an iPad to be
arranged vertically or horizontally. The stand
is fitted with an anti-theft device.
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Main Functions
Information value

Marketing tool

Any information your guests require

The Hoteza Lobby kiosk is a powerful

is available at one touch - information

marketing tool for promoting services

on the hotel, local sights, tours,

that are offered immediately

restaurants and night clubs!

at the hotel or beyond.

High accessibility

Personalization

As the stand is accommodated

Information can be displayed

in the lobby, it will be accessible to all

in any language, which allows you

your guests at any time, 24 hours

to maintain close contact with

a day.

guests of any nationality.

Intuitiveness and usability

Email

The intuitive interface and multisensor

Guests can use email to send

technologies will be simple and clear

themselves information for future

to all your guests without exception.

convenience on the hotel or hotel
services, for example, on restaurants
or spas, plus information
on recreation outside the hotel.
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